Abstract. We study a routing problem in wireless sensor networks whereby sensors are duty-cycled. When sensors alternate between on and off modes, delays encountered in packet delivery due to loss in connectivity can become a critical problem, and how to achieve delay-optimality is nontrivial. For instance, when sensors' sleep schedules are uncoordinated, it is not immediately clear whether a sensor with data to transmit should wait for a particular neighbor (who may be on a short route) to become available/active before transmission, or simply transmit to an available/active neighbor to avoid waiting. To obtain some insight into this problem, in this paper we formulate it as an optimal stochastic routing problem, where the randomness in the system comes from random duty-cycling, as well as the uncertainty in packet transmission due to time-varying channel conditions. A similar framework has been used in prior work that results in optimal routing algorithms that are sample-path dependent, also referred to as opportunistic in some cases. We show that such algorithms are no longer optimal when duty-cycling is introduced. We develop and analyze an optimal centralized stochastic routing algorithm for this problem, and then simplify the algorithm to work with only local information. We further develop a distributed algorithm utilizing only local sleep/wake information of neighbors. This algorithm is shown to perform better than some existing distributed opportunistic routing algorithms such as ExOR.
Introduction
Over the past 15 years, wireless sensor networks have been extensively studied for a variety of applications, many of which require remote and autonomous operation of sensors that are battery powered and not easily renewable. As a result, energy-efficient design of such networks at all levels, from material to circuit to protocol, has long been a critical research issue. Among the various energy conservation approaches, low duty-cycling, the act of periodically turning off the sensors not in active use, has been considered one of the most effective. Its main drawback is the temporary unavailability of sensors that can adversely affect both the coverage and connectivity of the network. This, in turn, can cause delay in sensing, detection, and packet delivery (routing) .
In this study, we are interested in designing good routing algorithms (measured by low delay and low energy consumption) for wireless sensor networks in the presence of very low duty-cycles. In particular, we will consider a class of random sleep schedules whereby sensors go to sleep independently of one another and for a random duration given by a certain probability distribution.
In such a scenario, when a node does not have information on other nodes' sleep schedules but only which of its neighbors are currently available, its routing decision (the selection of a neighbor to which to relay a packet) must properly balance the immediate availability of a node against the future performance of the corresponding route. For instance, we may predetermine a best route based on average performance (such as delay or number of transmissions needed) using prior statistics, and at each hop of this route, the upstream node simply waits for the downstream node to become available. Alternatively, we can make a statedependent decision depending on which neighboring nodes are available. One example of this latter method is to forward the packet to the earliest available neighbor.
Low duty-cycling creates significant uncertainty in the availability and connectivity of the network, which is both a challenge and an opportunity that can be potentially exploited. Prior work in routing has primarily focused on the uncertainty caused by time-varying channel quality. 1 The goal of the present paper is to take both sources of uncertainty into account in designing a good routing algorithm.
Generally speaking, to deal with uncertainty, one could choose either to perform routing in a deterministic way by selecting a route independent of the sleep state or the success/failure state of the network (an open-loop approach), 2 or to try to utilize information available to the nodes in making a closed-loop routing decision. Traditionally, most routing algorithms fall under the former category (see, for instance, [Murthy and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 1996, Perkins and Bhagwat 94, Johnson and Maltz 96, Zhou et al. 03, Intanagonwiwat et al. 03, Melodia et al. 04, Seada et al. 04, Ferrara et al. 05] ), and thus do not react to transmission failures actively. More recently, a number of stochastic routing (also referred to as opportunistic routing) algorithms have been proposed in the literature [Lott and Teneketzis 06, Biswas and Morris 05, Zhong and Nelakuditi 07, Laufer et al. 09 ] to address uncertainty in transmission. The key idea underlying this class of approaches is to make routing decisions after having observed the outcome of an earlier transmission, i.e., after knowing which downstream nodes have or have not successfully received the transmission, thereby making a closed-loop decision. Given different realizations of these transmission events, the actual routes taken by different packets will be different, hence the term event-based routing or sample-path-dependent routing [Lott and Teneketzis 06] or opportunistic routing [Biswas and Morris 05] .
It was shown in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] that there exists an optimal Markov routing policy in the form of an index policy in a wireless network. Specifically, there exists a priority ordering of nodes that can be computed off-line; a node continues to transmit till a higher-priority neighbor receives the packet successfully and becomes the next relay. A conceptually very similar but suboptimal, though more practical, routing algorithm called ExOR was proposed in [Biswas and Morris 05] . Compared to [Lott and Teneketzis 06] , ExOR has a different relay selection criterion; a node selects a relay among its neighbors based on a metric called estimated transmission count (ETX), which is the smallest estimated number of transmissions it takes to reach the destination along any possible path. ExOR was further improved in [Zhong and Nelakuditi 07] through the use of a metric called expected any-path transmissions (EAX) in making relay selection decisions. EAX captures the expected number of transmissions needed to deliver a packet to the destination under opportunistic routing, whereas ETX is the expected number of transmissions along a best path with the largest delivery probability. This work may be considered an alternative implementation of the algorithm in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] . In ], a cost measure was introduced that captures the multipath nature of opportunistic routing, which can then be used to select desired relay nodes. In [Laufer et al. 09 ], a joint optimization problem was considered that selects both the relay and an optimal transmission rate. The class of routing algorithms like those cited above has a clear advantage over traditional deterministic routing in that it takes into account state information available to the nodes.
In this paper, we will adopt the event-based/opportunistic routing idea and extend it to low duty-cycled sensor networks. We follow quite closely the stochastic decision framework developed in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] . Within this framework, transmissions are costly, and a certain reward is obtained if the packet reaches a certain node. The objective is to find a routing algorithm that maximizes the total expected reward less the total cost. It was shown in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] that there exists an optimal Markov policy for this problem with time-invariant transmission success probabilities, in the form of a priority policy. As we will show, optimal policies for the problem considered in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] are not in general optimal for low duty-cycled sensor networks because they do not take into account the current sleep state of nodes. In particular, a sender may be forced to wait when a subset of its neighbors are asleep, a scenario that does not arise in the setting of [Lott and Teneketzis 06] .
The model used in this paper is an extension of [Lott and Teneketzis 06] in that it captures the randomness of topology caused by duty-cycling in addition to the randomness in channel condition. The objective is to seek an optimal routing policy in such networks with respect to performance metrics such as transmission cost and delay. In the next section, we will formally define this optimization problem. Various policies are then explored and characterized for optimality. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. As a benchmark, we develop and analyze a centralized optimal stochastic algorithm for a randomly duty-cycled wireless sensor network.
2. We develop a centralized stochastic routing algorithm with reduced state space that performs nearly optimally when local sleep/wake states of neighbors are available.
3. We further develop a decentralized and distributed algorithm utilizing local sleep/wake states of neighbors. This algorithm is shown to perform better than existing distributed opportunistic algorithms such as ExOR, both ETX-based [Biswas and Morris 05] and EAX-based [Zhong and Nelakuditi 07] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally describes the network model. We then consider the centralized stochastic routing problem in Section 4. In Section 5, we present two centralized stochastic routing algorithms, one exactly optimal and the other near-optimal. In Section 6, we develop a distributed algorithm to compute a policy that resembles the nearoptimal centralized algorithm. The performance of these algorithms is numerically evaluated in Section 7 and is also compared to ExOR. We conclude the paper in Section 8.
Model Description and Problem Formulation
We consider a static wireless ad hoc or sensor network in which nodes are dutycycled independently of one another. We will limit our attention to the delivery of a single message (or packet, a term used interchangeably) from a source node to a destination node in this model, but our performance evaluation of the resulting policy in Section 7 is not restricted to a single message. We note that this is done primarily for simplicity of presentation; the same policy can be equally applied to the routing of multiple packets.
At a high level, our problem is to find a good (in terms of delay and transmission cost) route from a source node to a destination node. In a non-duty-cycled static network, a typical method is to associate a cost measure with each link in the network and perform shortest-path routing. For instance, if each link has unit cost, then one ends up with a minimum-hop-count route; if such a cost indicates the expected number of transmissions over a link (using a predefined transmission success probability), then the resulting route has the least number of expected transmissions. Similar measures can also be defined to take into account factors such as energy consumption.
In our scenario, these nodes are not always available due to duty-cycling, and not all available at the same time. Since a node can potentially obtain the information as to whether each of its neighbors is available when a packet needs to be transmitted, a routing decision (i.e., the selection of the next hop relay node) must be made as to whether one should select the least-cost node among all awake nodes, or to wait for a particular node to wake up that has the least cost among all nodes (awake or asleep), or some variation of these. In this context, it is not immediately clear what principles a good routing algorithm should employ.
To address this problem, we will start by considering a centralized system, where at each instant of time (we assume discrete time), some central agent has full knowledge of which subset of nodes have already received the message, and which subset of nodes are currently awake. The central agent cannot foresee future sleep states of the nodes, but it knows the current state. The routing decision at each time step then reduces to the question of which among this set of nodes that have already received the message should be selected as the relay node to retransmit the message, and whether we should simply do nothing or wait for one time step and reconsider the decision at the next time step. This is the routing decision problem we seek to address in this paper. For this centralized version of the problem, we will derive structural properties of the optimal routing policy and construct an algorithm that computes such a policy. We further propose a suboptimal routing algorithm that is considerably simpler computationally. We then consider a distributed implementation of this suboptimal algorithm whereby each node has access only to local information: which among its neighbors have received the message, and which among its neighbors are currently awake and which asleep. This effectively results in a decentralized routing problem: a node must decide, based on such local information, whether it should serve as a relay for the message it receives. Such a distributed implementation is accomplished via packet exchange and a certain local information update procedure. Because decisions are made by individual nodes in a decentralized fashion, it is possible that multiple nodes may simultaneously decide to relay the same message.
Assumptions
Below, we summarize the main assumptions used in our analysis.
We will focus on the unicast routing of a single message originating somewhere in the network with a prespecified destination. Under the stochastic routing framework, since the routing is sample-path dependent, each message may follow a different path. It should be noted that the exact same framework can be used to solve the more general anycast problem, whereby the message is considered successfully delivered if it reaches at least one of a set of destination nodes.
We consider a discrete-time system in which in each time step (or slot), a node is active/awake with a time-invariant probability, independent of other time slots and other nodes. For simplicity in our derivation, we will assume that this active probability is the same for all nodes, though that need not be the case. The complement of active probability is also called the sleep probability.
A node that has successfully received a message will remain awake. This assumption is adopted for simplicity in presentation. In practice, we need to ensure only that the node designated as the relay stays awake till the next hop/relay receives the message successfully.
The lossy wireless medium is modeled by a pairwise time-invariant transmission success probability q ij between the sender i and receiver j, independent of other transmission attempts. If this success probability is nonzero or above a given threshold, then j is called a "neighbor" of i. This probability does not have to be symmetric between two nodes.
A transmission and its acknowledgment (ACK) from successful receivers occur within a single time slot. ACKs are assumed error-free.
Notation
A summary of the notation used in this paper is as follows:
r N is the number of nodes in the network.
r Ω = {1, . . . , N} is the set of all nodes; |Ω| = N . r I denotes a nonexistent node; this is used to represent the idle action.
r q ij is the transmission success probability from node i to node j, given that both nodes are awake.
r p is the active probability for all nodes.
r (W, A) refers to a state of the system, where W ⊆ Ω and A ∈ {0, 1} N ; W is defined as the set of nodes that have received the message, while A is defined as the sequence of sleep(0)/active(1) status of all nodes. In particular, node i is awake if it has received a message, as stated in the following assumption: 
If node i is chosen for transmission, this transition probability is given by, for all i ∈ W ,
where 1 w is the number of 1's in T (W ), and 1 a is the number of 1's in A . The above transition probability holds for (W , A , W, A) such that if a j = 0 for some j, then we must have w j = 0. That is, a sleeping node cannot receive a message. Otherwise, the above state transition probability is 0. If the idling action (or node) I is chosen, then 
Problem Formulation
Problem 2.1. We consider the transmission of a packet in a low duty-cycled wireless network of N nodes, where each node is active with probability p as described above. At each time step, the central controller chooses among three actions: (1) select a node among nodes that have the packet to perform the next transmission; (2) wait for the next time step; (3) terminate the routing process.
It acts at the beginning of each time step with the knowledge of the set of nodes that have received the message and the set of current active nodes in the network. The transmission from a node i costs c i > 0 and is a local broadcast to its active neighbors. The idle action, denoted by i = I, costs c I = α ≥ 0, a penalty on idle waiting. This transmission is successfully received by a neighbor j with a time-invariant probability q ij given that node j is active during that time slot. Each transmission event is assumed to be independent of all others. The objective is to choose the right action at each time step and the right time to terminate the process so as to maximize the total expected reward less cost:
where τ is the stopping time when the transmission process is terminated, W τ is the set of nodes with the message at τ , and i(t) is the node (including idle action) chosen by the policy at time t.
Preliminaries
When nodes are always awake (i.e., p = 1), which is a special case of Problem 2.1, the authors of [Lott and Teneketzis 06] have shown that an optimal Markov policy is both a priority policy and an index policy; this will be referred to as Lott's algorithm throughout our discussion. The first few definitions below are reproduced from [Lott and Teneketzis 06] so that this paper can be self-contained. These explain what a priority or an index policy is. We then present an example to illustrate that these are unable to capture the extra dynamics introduced by node sleeping. This motivates us to define generalized versions of priority and index policies, respectively.
Definition 3.1. [Lott and Teneketzis 06] A Markov policy π is a priority policy if there is a strict priority ordering of the nodes such that for all i ∈ Ω, we have π(S ∪ {i}) = π({i}) = i or r, ∀S ⊆ Ω i , where Ω i is the set of nodes of priority lower than i.
Definition 3.2. [Lott and Teneketzis 06]
Definition 3.3. [Lott and Teneketzis 06] A priority policy π is called an index policy
, which is the expected total reward less cost under policy π given state S, is an index function on Ω. Below, we use a simple example to show that an optimal policy may not be found in the class of priority policies for Problem 2.1.
Example 3.4. We consider the system depicted in Figure 1 , where Ω = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (note that node i is labeled n i in the figure for improved legibility) and there are nonzero transmission success probabilities between nodes. Assume that R i = 0 except for node 5, which has reward R 5 > 0. For simplicity, we also assume that c i = 1 ∀i ∈ Ω. Let us consider first the case in which nodes are not duty-cycled. An optimal policy can be found by applying Lott's algorithm. For instance, when W = Ω, it is trivial to see that the optimal action is to terminate the process and receive R 5 . Any W that includes node 5 results in the same decision; node 5 will thus be considered to have the highest priority among all nodes. When W = {1, 2, 3, 4}, the optimal decision is for node 3 to transmit. Similarly, the optimal decision given any W that includes node 3 is always to select node 3 for transmission. Node 3 thus has the highest priority among all nodes except for 5. If we take nodes 5 and 3 away from the set W , then node 4 becomes the optimal decision, with the next highest priority, regardless of the membership of the rest of the set. Eventually, by repeating this process until W becomes empty, we obtain an ordered list of nodes in descending order of priority. For this particular example, the priorities are such that the ordered list is nodes 5, 3, 4, 1, 2 from highest to lowest. The result is called a priority policy, because there exists such a priority list that is independent of the actual state of the system, and the optimal decision is based on this priority list: choose the highest-priority node among W for the next transmission, and continue to transmit till a node of even higher priority receives the message. Now we consider the case in which nodes are duty-cycling with active probability p = 0.1. In addition, we assume that the idling cost is 1, i.e., c I = 1. To facilitate the discussion, an active node i is denoted by ia and a sleeping node i by is. As mentioned in the previous section, nodes in W are assumed to be awake. Therefore, we need to consider only nodes in Ω − W for their on/off states. Let W = {1, 2, 4} as shown in Figure 1 . Let π * be an optimal Markov policy. We have π * (W, {3a, 5a}) = 4, π * (W, {3a, 5s}) = 1, π * (W, {3s, 5a}) = 4, and π * (W, {3s, 5s}) = I. The detailed calculations can be found in the appendix, Section 9. We note that in the case of A = {3a, 5s}, node 1 seems to be the highestpriority node among nodes 1, 2, and 4. Now suppose W = {1, 2}. We obtain π * (W, {3a, 4a, 5s}) = 2 and π * (W, {3a, 4s, 5s}) = 1 by a calculation similar to that given in the appendix. We see that when node 4 is in sleep mode, node 1 is the highest-priority node, as expected. On the other hand, when node 4 is active, node 2 is the highest-priority node between nodes 1 and 2. In other words, node 1 is not always the highest-priority node among nodes 1, 2, and 4; it depends on the sleep states of other nodes.
Remark 3.5. As can be seen from the above example, removing a node like 4 from the set W = {1, 2, 4} has a significant impact on the resulting optimal policy, even though it is not the highest-priority node, given A = {3a, 5s}. This is because node 4 is the highest-priority node in W given other sleep/wake states such as {3a, 5a} and {3s, 5a}. To summarize, given W , if a node i is the highestpriority node in W for some feasible sleep/wake state, then the priority ordering in W − {i} is in general not preserved under other sleep/wake states. Thus if we remove node i, we will need to recalculate the priority ordering of nodes in W − {i}. By contrast, if p = 1, this priority ordering is preserved no matter which node we remove from the set W . This is the primary difference between Problem 2.1 and that considered in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] both from conceptual and computational points of view.
The above example suggests that it is necessary to generalize the preceding definitions in the context of our problem.
This policy is a generalized-priority policy (or G-priority policy) if the following condition holds:
where the condition on A is simply to ensure that the sleep state A is consistent with state A i (it is identical to A i except for nodes in W − S − N W , which are unspecified). What this definition says is that a policy is a G-priority policy if there exists a set N W of priority nodes within W whose priorities are strictly higher than the rest regardless of the sleep state, but whose priority ordering among themselves can be determined only for a specific sleep state. This set consists of nodes that would have been selected in at least one sleep state.
We end this section by noting two special-case interpretations of Problem 2.1 depending on what we use as costs.
The case c I = 0. If the idle cost is zero, there is no penalty in waiting. In this case, there is no loss of optimality to always wait until all nodes are awake (a positive-probability event) and then make a decision on which is to transmit. If we consider the problem only in this particular sleep state (all awake), i.e., we wait in all other states, then the problem becomes identical to the one studied and solved in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] .
The case c i = c I = c. If all costs are the same, the problem can be regarded as finding a policy that minimizes delay. Assuming that the transmission of a packet consumes a certain amount of time, as does waiting, each cost can be translated into a time unit. Therefore, the problem is to find a policy that minimizes the sum of all time steps taken.
Analysis of Problem 2.1
In this section, we analyze Problem 2.1 and derive structural properties of an optimal policy π * . As mentioned earlier, we will take a centralized view and assume that at each time step, a decision-maker has complete information on the time-invariant transition probabilities and the current sleep/wake state. We will then use these properties to construct optimal and suboptimal routing policies. In a later section, we will discuss distributed implementations of these.
Our system of Problem 2.1 can be modeled as a two-dimensional finite-state Markov chain. That is, each decision is made based on the current state (W, A). Without loss of optimality, we will limit our attention to Markov policies.
One may use stochastic dynamic programming to find an optimal Markov policy. Suppose s and d are the source and destination nodes, respectively. We can then use the following set of dynamic programming equations:
, and the optimal reward is given by the expected value of V ({s}, A) over all possible states A ∈ F ({s}). However, the computational complexity involved in this approach is very high. For instance, suppose that the number of nodes in the network is N and |W | = n. Given W , there are 2 N −n A's in F (W ) and n + 1 actions, one for each node in W plus I. For each pair (W, A i ), A i ∈ F (W ), its optimal value function depends on the optimal value functions of other sleep/wake states (W, A j ), ∀A j ∈ F (W ). All these optimal value functions are solved simultaneously by setting the action for each (W, A j ). Thus, the number of such combinations is (n + 1)
As N grows, the complexity grows rapidly. For this reason, instead of applying stochastic dynamic programming directly, we will investigate the structural properties of an optimal Markov policy, which are then used to construct algorithms with lower complexity. We next show in Theorem 4.5 that there exists an optimal G-index policy for Problem 2.1. The idea behind the proof of Theorem 4.5 is to show that an optimal Markov policy with certain properties is a G-priority policy, which is in turn a G-index policy; this is shown by proving that the expected reward function is a G-index function. We then propose an algorithm to find an optimal G-index policy and discuss its computational complexity. While this method follows closely the framework developed in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] , there are intricate technical differences and additional difficulties due to the introduction of sleep states.
The proof of Theorem 4.5 utilizes some useful lemmas presented next. Unless otherwise noted, all missing proofs may be found in the appendix. Lemma 4.1 below shows that an optimal Markov policy has the property that if all supersets that can be reached from a state have optimal expected reward values and the actions at the state for all sleep states are optimal, then the expected reward value at the state is optimal.
Lemma 4.1. Let π * be an optimal Markov policy for Problem 2.1. Suppose we are given W 1 and A 1 ∈ F (W 1 ), and let π be a Markov policy with the following properties:
The following lemma shows the monotonicity of an optimal Markov policy.
Lemma 4.2. In Problem 2.1, let π * be an optimal Markov policy. Let
where
The next lemma shows the properties of an optimal Markov policy, specifically the G-priority structure. 
For all W ⊆ Ω where |W | ≥ 2 and all possible
A i are in F (W ), and π(W, A i ) = n i ∈ W ∪ {I} or r n i , n i = I for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, V π (W − {j}, A) = V π (W, A i ) = V π * (W, A i ) = V π * (W − {j}, A), (4.7) ∀j ∈ W − ∪ m i=1 n i , ∀A ∈ F (W − {j} | W, A i ).
π is an optimal Markov policy.
The following lemma shows that an optimal markov policy has the expected reward that is a G-index function. Proof. By Lemma 4.3, there exists a Markov policy π * that is an optimal Markov policy. Furthermore, V π * (·) is a G-index function by Lemma 4.4. This says that the optimal decision on the resulting set after removing some nodes that are not in i n i from W remains the same. Thus the conditions in Definition 3.6 are satisfied. Thus π * is a G-priority policy. Since π * is a G-priority policy and its
* is a G-index policy according to Definition 3.8.
Optimal and Suboptimal Routing Algorithms

An Optimal Centralized Algorithm for Problem 2.1
Instead of using brute-force dynamic programming, we can use the properties of the G-index policy stated in Lemma 4.3 to reduce the amount of computation. The key idea is that for a given set W , once we identify the set of all highest-priority nodes N W = n i − {I}, where n i is the highest-priority node for sleep state A i ∈ F (W ), then removing non-highest-priority nodes from the set W will not change the optimal action or the maximum reward, resulting in savings in computation. By contrast, direct computation using (4.1) would require computing the rewards of all supersets of W . More specifically, the procedure starts with W = Ω and A = {1, . . . , 1}. Its optimal action and maximum reward are straightforward:
From Properties 1 and 2 in Lemma 4.3, we know that
By solving the associated set of linear equations, we obtain π(Ω − {d}, A), 
Therefore, the only reward functions that need to be calculated are
The procedure then continues similarly.
We now formally describe the above procedure in Algorithm 1. Note that this algorithm is presented for a single destination, but can be easily extended to the case of multiple destinations.
It should be fairly easy to see that the above procedure generates an optimal G-index policy π for Problem 2.1, and the reward functions V (W, A) are solutions to the set of dynamic programming equations (4.1). This is because the procedure essentially computes (4.1) backward while exploiting the property of a G-index policy in steps 4-6. For this reason, we simply state the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Algorithm 1 produces an optimal G-index policy for Problem 2.1.
A Suboptimal Algorithm
While Algorithm 1 can provide a useful benchmark, its computational complexity remains very high and can be used only in small problems. In this section, we present an approximation that significantly simplifies the computation. Consider the following modification to the system: suppose we use W rather than (W, A) to represent the state. Equivalently, suppose that the decision-maker has the knowledge of the nodes that have received the message but no information on the sleep/wake status of any node. Our approximation combines the optimal solution to this problem, which is known and easy to compute, with a greedy use of the extra knowledge A.
We first redefine some notation for use in this new setting. If a node i is chosen for transmission, the transition probability is defined as 
where c I = α. This results in |W | + 1 linear equations for |W | + 1 unknowns for each (W, A j ) (note that the quantities V (W , A ) will have been computed in previous iterations). Solve these to obtain
3. Update the optimal reward and action as follows:
In obtaining the optimal action n j in the second of these equations, ties are broken randomly between nodes, and the idle action is chosen if ties occur between a node and the idle action. Note that retiring is not considered here because W starts from Ω − {d} and decreases (goes backward) over the iterations. 
Upon termination, compute the reward
rπ is a Markov policy that depends only on the current state W .
rṼπ (W ) is the expected reward when starting in state W under policyπ.
Without the nodes' active/sleep information, the problem is reduced to the one studied in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] with a modification to the state transition probability. This is because under the above assumptions, the decisionmaker cannot differentiate transmission failures caused by channel errors from those caused by duty-cycling. Hence, the sleep/wake activity of nodes is reflected in transition probabilities measured on average, i.e.,
. With these transition probabilities, one can use the algorithm developed in [Lott and Teneketzis 06] (Lott's algorithm) to generate an optimal index policy for this modified problem. Specifically, under this model, the optimal expected reward given state W is
and the optimal policy is given by a deterministic priority ordering of nodes that can be computed off-line, as mentioned earlier.
Note that under this model, the idle action is never chosen. Below we present an algorithm that both utilizes and outperforms Lott's algorithm for Problem 2.1. Specifically, the decision-maker uses the simple state W to calculate the expected reward, but it makes the routing decision by taking into account the current sleep/wake state A. This significantly simplifies the computation compared to Algorithm 1, and at the same time allows it to outperform Lott's algorithm. Unlike Lott's algorithm, Algorithm 2 takes an action dependent on A. It recomputes the priorities of nodes in W with consideration of sleep/wake status at the time of transmission and selects a node with the highest modified priority for the next transmission. This algorithm cannot perform better than Algorithm 1, since the latter is optimal. However, below we show that it is at least as good as Lott's algorithm. 
3. Update the reward and action as follows:
In obtaining the optimal action n j in (5.3), ties are broken randomly between nodes, and the idle action is chosen if ties occur between a node and the idle action. 5. Remove the current Q b entry from the queue, and point Q b to the next entry. If the queue becomes empty, terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, go to step 1.
Proof. As before, F (W ) = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A m }. Using (5.1), we havẽ
where the inequality is due to the fact that action n j maximizes the term within the summation in (5.3), and the third equality is due to the fact that retiring is not optimal. This shows that when averaged over all possible sleep states, Algorithm 2 performs at least as well as Lott's algorithm.
Distributed Implementation
In this section, we present a practical routing protocol that implements Algorithm 2 in a distributed way. We will adopt opportunistic-like forwarding as used in [Biswas and Morris 05] in our algorithm, whereby nodes are not assumed to have perfect information on W and A. Specifically, nodes periodically exchange a HELLO packet (also referred to as a beacon packet in the sequel) when they are awake. From these exchanges, nodes infer their neighbors' sleep status when making a decision on whether they should forward a received packet.
Our stochastic routing protocol, referred to as SRP below, consists of two elements: priority update and forwarder selection. Nodes are initialized with the priorities computed using Lott's algorithm; these will be referred to as the offline priorities for clarity, but it is not necessarily an off-line process. In [Lott and Teneketzis 06] , an efficient Dijkstra-like distributed algorithm was proposed for a node to compute its priority. As nodes obtain their neighbors' sleep state they can choose to recalculate and update these priorities during the priority update stage. In the forwarder selection step, a node decides for itself whether it should become a forwarder and retransmit the packet it received based on current priorities. Below, we present these two elements in more detail.
Priority Update Procedure
An active node i transmits a short HELLO packet periodically.
3 This HELLO packet contains explicit information on measured channel quality and implicitly conveys the fact that the sender of the HELLO packet is active. In addition, it contains the current value of node i's priority, denoted by V l (i) for the lth updating period, calculated as follows.
The initial values V 0 (i) for all i are obtained using Lott's algorithm. Recall that the optimal policy obtained by Lott's algorithm is an index policy (i.e., Vπ (W ) =Ṽπ ({i}) if i is the highest-priority node underπ in W ). As part of the initialization, we assign V 0 (i) =Ṽπ ({i}) to node i at the start of the algorithm; without ambiguity,Ṽπ ({i}) is also written asṼ (i) below for simplicity of notation.
This quantity is then updated before node i sends out each beacon within a single waking period, and is reset to V 0 (i) =Ṽ (i) on waking up from a sleep period. Specifically, right before the lth beacon transmission at time t i l , node i updates V l (i) and includes this value in the beacon packet. Note that the transmission times of the beacon packets are unsynchronized among nodes in the network; a node's beacon transmission times are with respect to its latest wake-up time. Thus, t The more precise details are given in the following description of the priority update procedure followed by a given node i. We have assumed that the computation of {Ṽ (i)} by Lott's algorithm is completed prior to running SRP, such that each node has its ownṼ (i) as well asṼ (j) for all neighboring nodes j.
1. When node i goes to sleep, it turns off the radio and does nothing.
2. On waking, node i sets the beacon counter l to zero, the beacon transmission time t i 0 to current time, and immediately transmits a beacon packet containing value V 0 (i), which is set toṼ (i). It initializes V 0 i (j) toṼ (j) for all j in its neighboring set. The set A i that contains all active neighbors is initialized to be empty. The set C i of forwarder candidates contains a neighbor j ifṼ (j) >Ṽ (i). the probability that node j receives successfully from node i while nodes with higher priorities in A i C i fail. Denote the set of nodes with higher priorities than node j by
Node i then increments
Using this probability, node i updates V l (i) as follows:
.
Node i then transmits a beacon packet with V l (i) to its neighbors.
6. While node i continues to be awake, repeat steps 3-5.
Remark 6.1. The relationship between T and an "on" duration: We assume that an on duration is larger than a beacon interval T . The length of an on duration obviously affects the accuracy of the recalculation of V l (i).
Forwarder Selection Procedure
When a forwarder, say node i, sends out a message, it contains a list of potential forwarders C i . When node j receives the message within its lth beacon interval,
, it first checks to see whether it is included in the set C i . If it is, it waits for a certain time period to see whether it hears any ACKs from higherpriority nodes. This time period is randomly chosen but inversely related to its own priority position in C i . If it does, then node j will not transmit the message. If it fails to receive any ACKs from higher-priority nodes during the period, it transmits the message containing its list of forwarder candidates in the message. Details of this forwarder selection procedure are provided in the following algorithm. This algorithm is performed whenever a node generates a message or receives a message from one of its neighbors.
1. A node j while awake stays in the listening mode. When it receives a message, say from node i, it obtains the list of candidate forwarders C i . If it is on the list, go to step 2. Otherwise, it does not forward the message and remains in the listening mode.
2. If node j is the first on the list C i , it becomes the forwarder, sends out an ACK, and transmits the message right away, with its updated candidate list C j . Otherwise, node j sets a timer D 1 proportional to its position on the list C i .
3. Within this timer D 1 , if node j receives an ACK from a higher-priority node, say node k, on C i , it transmits a duplicate of this ACK with the identity of node k. If node j does not receive any ACK from a higherpriority node before timer D 1 expires, then upon expiration of the timer node j becomes the forwarder, sends an ACK, and transmits the message with its updated candidate list C j .
4. A forwarder j sets a timer D 2 upon transmitting the message. If it does not receive any ACK before the timer expires, it times out and retransmits the message with an updated list C j , up to a certain maximum number. (This rule applies to the source node as well.)
Performance Evaluation
We performed extensive MATLAB simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The simulated system closely follows most of the assumptions listed earlier in this paper, but is not restricted to single-message routing. Here we reiterate some of the more relevant ones. The lossy channel model we adopted in the simulation is based on pairwise distance. Specifically, we assume that the success probability that a node receives a message from any node is given by a linear function of the distance between the nodes as shown in Figure 2 . This distribution is based on measurements on Rene Motes using medium transmission power reported in [Ganesan et al. 02] . In general, a node with nonzero reception probability is regarded as a neighbor. However, we also eliminate nodes with poor reception probability (those lower than a threshold q m ) from the neighboring set. Each sensor node is duty-cycled with a sleep probability (1 − p), and the discrete time unit is chosen large enough for a transmission and ACKs to occur. A source and a destination are randomly selected among nodes in the network. A node that has received a message does not go back to sleep again until the simulation ends. Throughout this section, we consider three different scenarios depending on how the transmission cost and idle penalty are determined. Unit cost for both transmission and idle action. Under this scenario the problem reduces to finding a delay-optimal path from a source to a destination. Note that the term delay used in this paper accounts for the number of time units taken to reach the destination considering both hop counts and retransmissions caused by channel errors. With this cost scenario we may also find a path that minimizes energy consumption, given that the normalized energy consumption in transmission is roughly the same as that in idle waiting.
Random cost for transmission and nonzero cost for idle action. With this cost scenario, the problem finds a path that minimizes the total cost. Because both transmission and waiting are costly, there may be a tradeoff between minimizing the number of transmissions and minimizing delay. For instance, a path may incur the smallest number of transmissions (e.g., a shortest path when all transmission success probabilities are equal) but may involve a large amount of waiting. The combined cost may render this path less desirable. The tradeoff between transmission energy consumption and delay can be adjusted through setting the respective costs. The intention of using a random transmission cost is so that this cost may represent the fact that some transmissions are more costly if the transmitting node has relatively low residual energy or if all its neighbors are located far away, thereby physically requiring more energy.
Random cost for transmission and zero cost for idle action. In this case, the problem looks for a cost-efficient path without worrying about penalty on waiting. Since there is no penalty on waiting, it is optimal to wait until all nodes are awake and then apply Lott's algorithm. The third scenario is meant for applications that are extremely delay-tolerant.
The Effect of Sleep Information on Optimality
In the previous sections, it was shown that Algorithm 1, referred to as the optimal algorithm in the remainder of this section, generates an optimal G-index policy for Problem 2.1. Unfortunately, its computational complexity is high and is thus not scalable. We therefore use a small network to evaluate its performance. The network consists of six sensor nodes with average node degree 4.6 and q m = 0.3, as shown in Figure 3 , referred to as Topology 1. Using this topology, we first examine how much performance degradation will result if we ignore sleep information. In Figure 4 we compare Algorithm 1; Lott's algorithm, which requires and uses no sleep information; and Algorithm 2 (also referred to as the suboptimal algorithm in the remainder of this section),which greedily utilizes the current sleep state in making forwarding decisions. Figure 4 shows the average costs of paths taken by these algorithms when different cost distributions are applied. When all costs are the same and normalized to 1 as in cost scenario 1, average path cost is identical to average delay. When the sleep probability is relatively small, up to 0.8, average delays of all three algorithms are virtually indistinguishable, as shown in Figure 4(a) . As the sleep probability becomes very high (0.9), the optimal algorithm shows a slight advantage. This suggests that if we are interested only in delay, then all three algorithms perform very closely. This is because the optimal and suboptimal algorithms are discouraged from waiting too long and will try to transmit sooner, which results in behavior similar to that under Lott's algorithm, which does not wait at all.
In cost scenario 2, transmission costs are uniformly generated over [1, 7] , while idle cost is fixed at 4. As shown in Figure 4 (b), it is quite remarkable that the suboptimal algorithm performs nearly as well as the optimal one. Since the transmission costs can be significant in this case, the optimal and suboptimal algorithms make more judicious decisions on waiting to avoid excessive transmission. Lott's algorithm, being oblivious to sleep state, results in more wasteful (less efficient) transmissions.
In cost scenario 3, transmission costs are generated by the same distribution as above, but no costs are imposed on the idle action. Figure 4(c) shows that the average costs of the optimal and suboptimal algorithms are almost unaffected by the increase in sleep probability by taking a large number of idle actions and waiting for the right moment to transmit. In particular, the average cost of the optimal algorithm remains exactly the same, while waiting delay increases exponentially as the sleep probability increases. On the other hand, the cost of Lott's algorithm rises quickly, since it does not take sleep state into account, which results in many wasted transmissions.
The Effect of Node Degree
If a node has more neighbors, given the same sleep probability it is more likely to have awake neighbors. However, even in a highly connected network, a best neighbor is not always on. Thus, whether to transmit now or wait for better neighbors to be on is not a straightforward problem, depending as it does on which neighbors are awake at the time of transmission. We focus on the performance comparison of Lott's algorithm and the suboptimal algorithm on increasing the average node degree in the next set of results. We consider a network with N = 30 sensor nodes deployed with different values of q m = {0, 0.3, 0.5}, as shown in Figure 5 . Here q m determines the set of neighbors, and so does the node degree. In all topologies, the source node is 7, and the destination node is 18.
Using the third cost scenario, both algorithms improve as the degree increases, much as expected. Figure 6(a) shows that the suboptimal algorithm improves more quickly compared to Lott's algorithm, and the improvement is more pronounced with larger p s . This suggests that the suboptimal algorithm is more effective when duty-cycling is heavy. This is because there is a sufficient number of awake neighbors around, which makes idle action unnecessary.
Figure 6(b) shows that the delay performances of the two algorithms are quite close, with the suboptimal algorithm slightly better. This is a somewhat surprising result, because there is no penalty for idling, and so one would expect the suboptimal algorithm to fully trade off delay for less transmission, while under Lott's algorithm, transmission occurs at every time step. What this suggests is that as the sleep probability increases, even though Lott's algorithm keeps busy, many of its transmissions either fall on deaf ears (neighbors are asleep), which does not help to reduce delay, or result in longer routes (awake neighbors happen to lead to bad/long routes), which in turn can increase delay. Figure 6 (c) shows the amount of idle action taken by the suboptimal algorithm (Lott's algorithm takes no idle actions).
The Role of Idle Costs
As described above, Lott's algorithm is invariant to changes in idle cost.
In this subsection, we examine more closely the suboptimal algorithm on Topology 3 while varying the idle cost by selecting it from the set c I = {0, 1, 2, 4, 8}.
As shown in Figure 7 , as c I grows, the average cost tends to increase, but the average delay decreases. Therefore, c I is a design parameter that can be used to achieve a desirable tradeoff. Specifically, one may try to find a certain c * I to satisfy some cost efficiency and delay constraint.
The Performance of the Distributed Protocol SRP
We next evaluate the performance of SRP on Topology 3 with 30 nodes and q m = 0.3, as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). As described in Section 6, the distributed algorithm's access to the sleep state is limited to a node's 1-hop neighbors, which is obtained from the beacons broadcast by neighbors every T time units. In our simulation, T is set to 2. Each node's sleep schedule is generated by a geometric distribution with mean length of period 4 (the average off period is then determined from the sleep probability).
Given the scenarios of cost distributions introduced earlier, we examine the performance of SRP described in Section 6 with respect to three variations of ExOR with different forwarder selection metrics: (1) the number of hops to bestpath and loss rate [Biswas and Morris 04], (2) ETX [Biswas and Morris 05] , and (3) EAX [Zhong and Nelakuditi 07] . In each simulation, 300 packets are randomly generated during 3000 time units of simulated time. Each node has a finite queue, so that the total delay takes into account queuing in addition to hop counts and the amount of waiting. Figure 8 (a) depicts the average cost of these algorithms when transmission costs are distributed uniformly with mean 4 and idle cost 4. ExOR (labeled as opportunistic routing in the figures), which is known to outperform traditional routing whereby packets are sent to a precomputed path with the smallest costs, performs the worst among the set in the figure. The use of ETX and EAX metrics yields a performance better than the original ExOR. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) compare the cost and delay of these protocols under scenario 3 with the same distribution for transmission costs and zero idle cost. We see that the average cost of SRP is the smallest, while its delay performance is virtually the same as those of ETX and EAX. This shows that through judicious waiting, SRP attains the same delay performance but manages to lower the transmission cost significantly, thereby saving energy. 
Conclusion
In this paper we studied a routing problem in wireless sensor networks whereby sensors are randomly duty-cycled. We developed an optimal stochastic routing framework in the presence of duty-cycling as well as unreliable wireless channels. Using this framework, we presented and analyzed an optimal centralized stochastic routing algorithm and then simplified the algorithm in the case that only local sleep/wake states of neighbors are available. We further developed a distributed algorithm utilizing local sleep/wake states of neighbors that performs better than some existing distributed algorithms such as ExOR.
9. Appendix: Detailed Calculation of the Optimal Policy in Example 3.4
In Example 3.4, we show the optimal policy π * (W, A) for the network illustrated in Figure 1 , given W = {1, 2, 4} and A ∈ F (W ). Note that F (W ) = {{3a, 5a}, {3a, 5s}, {3s, 5a}, {3s, 5s}}. When all nodes are awake, i.e., A = {3a, 5a}, then
where the second equality is based on the assumption of unit cost. When node 1 is transmitting, possible values of W are {1, 2, 4} with probability 0.2 and {1, 2, 3, 4} with probability 0.8. Then the term in the max function in the preceding equation with i = 1 is calculated as follows:
where V π * ({1, 2, 3, 4}, {5a}) and V π * ({1, 2, 3, 4}, {5s}) are calculated similarly.
Since π * ({1, 2, 3, 4}, {5a}) = 3 and π * ({1, 2, 3, 4}, {5s}) = I, we have
From the above simultaneous equations, we obtain Thus, (9.1) becomes
If node 4 is transmitting, i.e., i = 4, the possible values of W are {1, 2, 4} with probability 0.4 and {1, 2, 4, 5} with probability 0.6, and the term in the max function is For A = {3a, 5a}, S = R 5 − 15.7546 when node 1 is chosen, whereas S = R 5 − 98.6447 when node 4 is chosen. Thus, the maximum of V π * ({1, 2, 4}, {3a, 5a}) is achieved when node 4 is transmitting. Hence, π * ({1, 2, 4}, {3a, 5a}) = 4. If N = 1, the lemma is true directly by (9.2). Hence, we assume that N ≥ 2. Equation (9.3) shows that π satisfies (4.5) and (4.6) in the first property of this lemma. We now focus on its second property. We prove (4.7) by backward induction on the cardinality of W . As the induction basis, we show that (4.7) is true for W = Ω and A = {1, 1, . . . , 1}. We know that π * (Ω, A) = r i for some i such that i = arg max k ∈Ω R k because π * is optimal. Thus, V π * (Ω, A) = R i .
According to (9.2), π(Ω, A) = r i and V π (Ω, A) = R i , which proves the second equality in (4.7). In order to prove the first and third equalities, let A 1 be all ones but zero for node j ∈ Ω − {i}. By and V π * (Ω − {j}, A 1 ) = R i . This proves the last equality of (4.7) for W = Ω.
As the induction hypothesis, assume that (4.7) holds for every state (W, A) such that |W | = L + 1 and every possible A ∈ F (W ). If N = 2, the basis completes the proof of (4.7). Thus, we assume N > 2 and 2 ≤ L < N. This completes the proof of (4.7) for π(W 1 , A i ) = r n i . We now prove the first and the third equalities of (4.7) in the case that π(W 1 , A i ) = n i ∈ W 1 ∪ {I}. We prove the first equality as follows. 
